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ABSTRACT 	 .
 
Evaluation of a bilingual*s proficiency in a second 


language . (S) should consider.the extent to which his perforaance is 

influenced by his competence in his native or primary language (P).

An evaluation of proficiency in an S language should reflect the 

intuitions of S's native speakers. It is found that native speakers

do not regard all instances of interference in S usage of their 

Bother tongue as equally deviant from its P usage. Shis study looks 

at the nature and depth of interference in S Afrikaans usage by

native English speakers, and the attitudes towards this interference. 

A differential tolerance of interference is described, applying to 

the phonological, syntactic, and lexical levels of Afrikaans. Cases 

of interference 	recognized as aaxiaally deviant are 'of the low * 

tolerance type,-	while minimally deviant cases are of the high

tolerance type.\Two principles underlie this differential tolerance: 

linguistic distance deteraines that the use of an element or rule^not 

found in P usage will result in low tolerance interference, and 

vice-versa; stylistic^connotation determines that interference 

coinciding with 	strongly Barked stylistic or sociolinguistic variants 

in P usage will result in low tolerance, and vice-versa. The latter 

principle outweighs the former. (CLK)
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atte-mpt to evaluate a bilingual's proficiency in a se


cond or foreign language S must, inter alia, take int6 account 


the extent to which his performance in S is influenced by his 


competence in his native or .primary language P, i.e. 'the extent
 
» ' . ""..' 


to which his use qf. S suffers interference from P. "
 
* » - " , *
 

Linguistic performance presupposes the two primary skill's 


of speaking and listening,* but frequently also encompasses the 


tt^ derivative skills of.writing and reading. Since these four 


skills involve different neurological strategies it is normal 


even for monolinguals and P users of a language to perform more 


efficiently in some of these, than in the others. 'This applies
 

even more to S usager a bilingual's performance in S usually,
« ' ^
 
suffers more interference in some skills than in others.
 

t ,
 

In this paper I will be concerned with fnterference in 


speaking j ah S language.' I cannot claim that what ,I 'have to 


say will also apply to the receptive, skills, listening and 


reading, or even to the other productive skill, writing, al


though one would expect the conclusions to have at, least some 


validity in the case of the latter.
 

If an evaluation of proficiency in an 'S language is to * m *.
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have psychological validity it must reflect or approximate 

the intuitions of native speakers on its S usage, i.e. it r

must approach as closely as possible the native speaker's 

intuitive judgments oh how much a particular example of S 

usage of his ^Language devi'ates - from normal P,usage. It.is 


possible, in principle if not a'lways in practice, to quantify 


*the amount or degree of interference in a given sample of S 


speech. However, such a quantification will not necessarily, 


correlate with the native speaker's intuitive evaluation of 


the same sample of speech, since noi\all instances of bilin


gual interference aret felt to be equally deviant frpm P usage. 


The validity and usefulness of a proficiency test can there


fore be questioned if it provides a mere quantitative measure 


of deviance which is not related to acceptability Wy native 


speakers.
 

That native speakers do not regcird all instances' of inter


ference in S usage of their mother tongue as equally deviant
 

form P u«age became clear to me when I had the^ppportunity to
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examine/large number of tapes on which" native.speakers of various
 

".'". . . - * . _ ' ' _ . - * 0
 

formsof English spoke Afrikaans. (These two languages are the*
 
» / ' i.-\ ' 


official languages of-thel Republic of South Africa). My pur-, «
 
V_ ' ' * t "
 pose was to Study the nature and depth of interference in S Afri


kaans usage by speakers of P English,. ' ,
 _ . '* *
 

The tapes were first listened to with a view to determine
 

how. many instances of plionetic and phonological interference
 

could be identified j.n a normal listening situation. This was
 
analysis


followed by a contrastive/of English and Afrikaans phonology in
 

an attempt to determine how many of these instances could be pre


dicted. It was found that quite a'few cases of interference pre


dicted by the contrastive analysis and actually occurring in the

 i
 

corp'us had not been detected in the . listening situation. This
 

could only mean that these cases were not felt by native users
**i ' 

of Afrikaans to be significantly different from P usage. The
 

question 'then arose how this phenomenon, which could be called
 

differential tolerance of interference, could be acq^unted for.
 
V 


The reactions of various native speakers of Afrikaans to
 

interference by English were then tested and it was found that 


there was a surprising consistency in the wa^ in which, interfer-


ence was evaluated as more or less deviant from P usage. It 


was found, moreover, that differential tolerance also applied
 

to the levels of syntax and the lexicon.
 
t
 

I have not been able to make a systematic and exhaustive 


analysis of all cases of interference wich could be predicted 


on the basis of a contrastive analysis; only a few striking 


cases were investigated. The conclusions I have to offer'are 


therefore of. a preliminary nature anckwill have to bo confirm


ed by a more comprehensive investigation, such as I hope to un


dertake in the near future.
 

The term tolerance as used in this paper refers to lati-


tudes of acceptability in the S usage of a language by speakers 


of the same P language, and not to atti tudes to interference in 


S usage by speakers of different P languages. Tolerance in the 


sense .that sojne forms of S usage of a language are tolerated 


more than others is, of course, also a sociolinguistic phenome-


non whi£h has to be accounted for. Native speakers of Afrikaans 


for example, tend to find interference of their language by the 


closely related Dutch to be less pleasing, more irritating as it
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were, than interference by the more distant English or the to? " - ' < » 

tally unrelated Bantu languages. Again, interference of Afri-.
 

kaans by art African tongue is found les» disturbing" than inter- *
 
' * . . ' "\ - . ' ' .-


ference..by English. . Clearly, this kind of tolerance, which-I
 
' , \ ' ' ' 


will call inter-language -tolerance,- is conditioned by- such fac
i - *
 

tors as inter-group attitudes, frequency of occurrence, familiari 


ty, cultural distance, etc.
 

' * In*ra-language tolerance, as the subject under discussion 


may be called, is clearly a matter of degree,., and it can be 


spread over a continuous scale ranging from cases of interfer-^

 * -;.'
 

enee which are not recognize^ ad deviant to cases which are 


regarded as maximally deviant. For practical purposes, however,

 * \
 

it seems sufficient to distinguisch between, on the one hand, 


interference tending towards the minimum or zero end of ,the scale 


and, on the other., interference which clusters around the maxi- «' 


mum end. The former may be said to be of the high tolerance 


type and the latter of the low tolerance ityp e - "High" and "low" 


are relative terms, and a particular case of interference can 


therefore only be saiil to have high or low tolerance relative 


to other cases of tolerance. . ...
 

It seems possible to relate differential tolerance of bi


lingual interference to two underlying principles. The first 


is the purely linguistic principle of.linguistic distance. It 


determines that the use of an element or the application of a 


yule which is not found, or has no analogue, in P usage will re


sult in interference of the low tolerance type.

f - .
 

Speakers of South African English, for example, tend to use 


a fricative or sonorant [j] instead of a trilled [r] when speak


ing Afrikaans. This is felt by native speakers of Afrikaans to 


be typical of a "heavy English accent", obvi/ously because it is
 
' * 4
 

never heard in P usage. If, for' cxam'plo, the word drio 'three'
 

is pronounced as [dji] instead of [dri] it will unhesitatingly
 
«-


and consistently be recognized as deviant.
 

Another example is the tendency of certain English speak
s
 

'ers to carry over into Afrikaans a word final ^-reduction rule:
 
0
 

( 1 ) 0 _-.* j / 9 ____ # V 


This rule causes expressions such as die mensc i s 'the people 


are' to be pronounced 33 [di mcnsaa as]- instea d °f [di me:38 


'as]" This is felt to be higlTi^c deviant since no analoguous
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_^pii*a**a ;in P usage of Afrikaans. . '* .' --. * ' ' 

^ ' - ' ' »*' .' ' '".. » ' 

Qh the^other hand, vhen S usage is interfered by rules
 

* ' ' '" J« " " 

haVe counterparts in P usage bjit which-differ from the.

latter in details such contextual specifications the resulting 


interference-will be of the nigh tolerance type. Afrikaans 


usage of English speakers is frequ

lengthening, of a stressed final /i

Long yfi:/ never occurs in word fin

but the language has a related rul

/r/ and before morphemes with init

(3V' i » [+long] / ___s-l+rVr


ently characterized by the 


/ according to the'rule:
 

al position in P Afrikaans, 


e which lengthens /i/ before 


ial ^vowe.ls, i.e.:
 

 

When a word like drie 'three 1 is pronounced as. [dri: j instead/ 


of [dri] in S usage the interference is consequently hardly no-

X . 


ticed and the pronunciation often passes as acceptable Afrikaans. 


This i'~s obviously due to the occurrence of forms like vier [fi:r] 


four' and drieS .[dri:Qjin accordance with Rule '(3).
 

Anqther example is the' affrication or aspiration of /t/ 


in word initial stressed position in S Afrikaans. The relevant 


rule, well-known in English, may bo formalized as-follows:
 

.(it) t -~>,{>affr] / #____ V J -. ' ;, 


Certain dialects of Afrikaans have a relat~ed rule wi~th a differ
4 ' . 

ent contextual specification: 

(5) t- > Oaffr] / # J___ i 
4 

If the Afrikaans word tafel 'table' is therefore pronounced as 


[t*a:f«l] in S usage-instead of the regular [ta:-fOl] the inter


ference is hardly recognized by speakers of the> relevant "dia


lects. The reason seems to be that affrication is normal in 


words like t i on 'ten' ["t* inj according to Rule" (5).
 

"* That toloranco i s a. matter of degree rathor tha/i of 


luto valuos is borno out by tho fact that lengthening of the 


vowel' /C/ before /r/ in words such as vir 'for 1., which is fre


quently 'pronounced as [f8:j] or [fa:] instead of ffftr], is felt

  -


to be more deviant than the lengthening of /i/ in drie. This *
 

can be explained by the fact.that lengthening of /C/ in P Afri


 

kaans occ»*rs 6nly before morphemes with initial 'vowels, ive. :
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|^H* |> ;Thiis* rule' .j."s clearly related, to Rule (j) :but has a more restric
f^ 3"/.*""^ " '. , ' * » , . . . ' . ' r' '' i - ' ' 
feff ted« contex vS of application, which 1 explains why, [cte'i;} is found 

: * .'}. nfore acceptable*than..-[fO sr]% Oiv the' 'other hand,, however,' leng-a 

; ttiening of -/a/..is found to be more acceptable than the us* of 

^ a lr,ica,tive or sonorant /a/, 6r the application of Rule (iT. 

is because the 4latter two have no .counterparts in P Afri;. - . i ;, > ; ? *. >'-'. 
I .; ,. . % ' , . . -., «. 

« Differenti'al tolerance al-so opera-tes o'n 'the level of syn
.»' '"' ' ' " * . *
 

tax'. Some* types of negative'' sentences in Afrikaans require a
 
., .' . - the" ' ~ ̂  


duplication of/negative marke'r nie 'not 1 so tha-t I have not seen
 

. him" is rendered as ek het horn ji'ie gesien nie. In other senten

-	 ces a, single ma'rker is required, e.g. ek si en horn nie. 'I do not
 

see him]. - S' users of Afrikaans are incline'd to leave out a' se->' , ^* . . ' * .**.. *<
 
cond marker when it is riequired, so that ek het horn nie gesien 


nie is rendered as *e.k het horn nie gesien. This is usually re-1 


cognized as an error by ^ative speakers, but it is not, regarded"
 

as a serious one,* obviously because the marker is not duplicated 


in all negative sentences in P usage7 . . .

* 	 Low tolerance interference results, however, when a simi* 


lar mistake is-made in thei use of the past tense. Afrikaans* 


has only one past t^nse which corresponds to" the English present 


perfect in form, e.g."
 

" gfc bet g&hoor I have.heard -, " '
 
i 1 2- 3- 1-2 -3 ' ~~' 

In use, fiowever, it is the equivalent of the present perfect, 


the past and the pluperfect of English. Eng'liyish speakers are 


sometimes iirclined t» leave out the tense auxiliary in an at


tempt to render^ the equivalent of the English past tense,, so
 
'. / 	 "i *
 

that- ek het gehoor becomes *ek gehoor. This is felt to be a
,-' i , 

se-rious error./ The lower tolerance for this type of error is 


obvious J.y'-due to the'A fact that the tense auxiliary is never
 
*
 

left.out in P AfrikaaMR.
 

The second principle underlying differential tolerance is * 


stylistic , conjiotation. It was found that low tolerance inter


ference resulted whenever such interference coincided with strong


ly marked stylistic or sociolinguistic variants in P usage. In 


certain dialects of Afrikaans, different from those referred to 


above, affrication or aspiration of initial voiceless explosives
 

" 	 ' ' ' 6
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ill. heard xmiy in highlyI affected 'speech whifch is considered to ' - /'"'" : 
be unaccep^aUly .snobbish. Jf Rule (!) is applied in S,-usage of 

. . - - ": ' » -* -. /-' -1
 

Afrikaans, i.e. if tafel table* is pronounced as . [t* a: ffcl] in

stead of [tatf^l], it is felt to be hi^hly^ deviant form "normal", " $
 
* ' . *-"* :. '" ' .
 

i.e. unaffected, Afrikaans. In fact," the stylistic connotation 


of affrication is'/sp strong- f05 > speakers of thfse dialects that ." 


they avoid it whren speaking English for fear' of sounding affected. 


Alternatively, they will affricate frhen speaking English izi the * 


presence of native speakers of^ English but not" in the presence -


of fellow speakers of* Afrikaans. - '
 
* " * *
 

* c
 

'When the principles of linguistic, distance and .stylistic - «,, 


connotation lead to different results, theilatter takes prece- * 


dence'over and* cancels the* former. A typi.cal example; is the. ' *
 

deletion of /r/ after vowels in the S.Afrikaans of'Englifsh speak
' » 


ers according to a rule: .
' \ . '
 

(7) r -...» 0 /
 

which causes, words like word*' 'become ' to be pronounced as [vo :t] 


instead of [vo:rt]. One would expect a high tolerance for 


this type of interference since Afrikaans has a variable rule
 
' - ' n ^
 

which has just this effect in the case of function words in-re
» - * * j
 

laxed, unselfconsciou^ speech, i.e. : " x ,
 

(8 ) r --» '0 / V ~ 

Ye't tolerance for /r/-deletion is very low. The explanation 


is probably that the dialect of coloured Afrikaners has an in<-


varianj rule identical with Rule 7 which is, so typical of their ,
 

speech' that it i's regarded as a linguistic" stereotype.

--~^* \ - . .
* 


It remains to be added that intuitions abotit degrees of.
 

deviation due to interference are not equally firm in' all. mem
t " j ' ' * 


bers of the native "Speech communi.ty4 . Various factors may blun-t
 

the so > intui tions or, on the otTier^hand , reinforce them. Such 


factors may includo frequency of contact w^th. S usage, frequen- , 


cy of contact with the language causing the interference, profi


ciency in the tnguage causing the interference, attitudes towards 


language' purity , the number of languages known, linguistic sophis-1 


tication, etc. Speakers who have grown"up in bilingual homes and 


know the two languages equally well, for example, tejxd to be less 


sensitive \o interference of one of their languages by the other 


than monolinguales or bilinguaJLs who* have a better command of the
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one language than of the other.- Vhcre such dijfXernces occur, '; 
?- -<-,.. ... . =.*i''- ..*--'.- ' .;,.' ,' . . r' .... . ... '.' ..'... ". --, ' .' ' '. - ....... ..-_
 

* however, they represent a shift over .the total spectrum which
 
'"' - ' ' . . i '' « . : ' 	 . .., _
 

lenayes the essential gelations .unaffected. Differential tole


rance amounts to a latitude in acceptability which may be great- -


er for some speakers than for others but itt which1 the relations* 


between any two bases of interference remain remarkably constant.
 

*********»****»*-***************
 
*'-... , '..*''
 

In this paper I have tried to show: -	 ' .. - '
 

(a) 	 that not all instances of interference in the S usage of 


.a language are felt to be equally serious deviations from
 
w 	 .
 

. , 	 P usage by na.tive speakers; 
*'
j i 


(b) . that £i%ffei*ential tolexance in, this sense is different from
 

variable^attitudes on S usage by speakers* of different lan-
. * > ,' *
 
. . guages; * " >'
 

." '(-, (3)* that differential tolerance can be accounted for by two
 

principles, those of linguistic distance and stylistic 'con-


**- notation; and - " . ' . 


,(*O '^that the principle of "stylistic connotation takes precedence
 

over linguistic distance. , t
 

' 
 ' ' 	 . ' 

\ .-Further res'earch is needed to. establish:


 \_ (a) whether other -principles- than' the two discussed above ope-


y ' ; rat'e rh differential tolerande";
 

(b) ' 	 whether tolerance can be.predicted on the basis of such 


A principles; and' -	 :/
 

(c) 	 whether'Vthese principles have universal validity.
 
~ * ' * * \
 

Prnally,-I would like to believe that a better insight into 


differential tolerance of interference will not only lead to a better
 
r .»,".
 
' . understanding of lingui'stic intuitions in general but also to
 

'the design of more efficient courses in second language teaching.
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